Sulky
Rider Attachment For
Battery Burnishers

The Sulky attachment on NSS battery burnishers
allows the operator to ride behind the burnisher,
increasing productivity. This optional attachment is
perfect for burnishing large, open areas.
l The Sulky provides rider-like productivity without the
expense and maintenance of a ride-on burnisher.
l The Sulky flips up for walk-behind operation, and for
fitting in areas that limit maneuverability. This means
the NSS battery burnisher can be used in areas that rideon burnishers cannot go.
l Designed for the new generation of NSS battery
burnishers, the Sulky can be attached to the “slant-top”
Charger 2717 DB and the new Charger 2022 DB.
l Highly maneuverable—with the Sulky attached, the
Charger 2717 DB has a turning radius of 76 inches. The
Charger 2022 DB has a turning radius of 72 inches.
Factory Install
The Sulky is available as both a factory install and field install attachment. For the factory install models, order the
following part numbers: Charger 2022 DB with 225 AH batteries and Sulky, part number 64-0-202-6.
			
Charger 2717 DB with 325 AH batteries and Sulky, part number 64-0-273-4.

To order field-install kits for
“slant top” burnishers with
pre-drilled holes in the back
of the control panel, use part
number 64-9-715-9.
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To order field-install kits
for “slant top” burnishers
without pre-drilled holes in
the back of the control panel,
use part number 64-9-712-9.

The Sulky is not available for
NSS battery burnishers with a
“flat top” battery box.
Printed on Green Seal® certified
paper that contains 30% recycled
post-consumer fiber.

Pre-drilled holes

Sulky Specifications
Construction
Body 10-gage steel
Wheels 4 in (10 cm) wheels w/ urethane grip
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Dimensions
Length 27.5 in (70 cm)
Width 20.5 in (52 cm)
Height 4.25 in (11 cm)
Weight 24 lbs (11 kg)
Weight Limit 350 lbs (159 kg)
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Warranty 3 years limited
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1 4-in diameter wheels roll easily across the floor,
providing a smooth ride.

The Sulky attachment allows
the operator to ride behind the
machine, ergonomically reducing
operator fatigue.

2 10-gage steel body provides a stable, sturdy
base for operators.

3 Foot pads on the standing surface of the Sulky

The Sulky is made from recycled
steel and is recyclable.

prevent accidental slipping.

For more information on the NSS
commitment to the environment,
please request the NSS “Do No
Harm” brochure.

4 The Sulky attaches in minutes to both the

“slant-top” Charger 2717 DB and Charger
2022 DB.

5 The entire Sulky flips up so it can latched to

the back of the battery burnisher for standard
walk-behind operation. For safety reasons,
the Sulky must be flipped up to operate the
burnisher in reverse.

With the Sulky flipped down, the NSS
Charger battery burnishers provide a
notable increase in productivity.

The Sulky flips up 90° from the
operating position, allowing the
operator to burnish in tight areas.
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A sturdy, dependable latch holds the
Sulky in the “up” position during walkbehind operation.
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